MasterSeal® 950/960/970
Bond breaker, bandage tape & corners
DESCRIPTION
Fleece and rubber tape for joints in internal wet
areas.
RECOMMENDED USES
For internal wet areas such as showers,
bathrooms and kitchens in residential and
commercial buildings. Meets requirements of
AS/NZS 4858 Class I, II and III for floor wall and
wall joints.
It can also be used for any change of directions in
planter boxes, retaining walls, etc.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
 Special fleece-lined rubber tape – remains
flexible for life of installation.
 Crack-bridging - when cracks in the substrates
form after tile installation joint is protected.
 Impermeable to water – works with membrane
to make water tight joints.
 Good adhesion to waterproofing products –
such as MasterSeal 540, 615 and HLM
5100/5200.
 No need for corner beads or sealant - save
time and cost, by eliminating need for corner
sealants and mortar cants.
PROPERTIES
Color
Tear-out force extensibility
diagonal
Elongation at break
extensibility diagonal

Blue
> 15 MPa
> 200%

APPLICATION
Preparation of substrate
See individual datasheets of waterproofing
membrane for the surface preparation
requirements.
Application:
Apply a liberal coat of MasterSeal membrane to all
corner sections that will take the pre made
corners. Embed MasterSeal 960 or 950 pre made
corners into the wet coat of membrane with the
blue rubber facing the room. Ensure fabric edges
are fully saturated by applying the MasterSeal
membrane over front face of the fabric to hold in
place.

The cloth parts should be completely encased in
the MasterSeal membrane and should cover the
front face where joins are to be made.
For all perimeter wall/floor junctions and vertical
angles in showers and baths, measure and cut the
MasterSeal 970 Tape. Into the wet MasterSeal
membrane place the cut lengths and form them to
the angle. The MasterSeal 970 should be installed
with the blue rubber facing the wall. This creates
an area of the tape not bonded to the substrate
allowing it to cope with any movements. The
MasterSeal membrane is to extend a minimum of
100mm up walls and returned 100mm onto floors.
Apply more MasterSeal membrane to encase the
fabric section.
See waterproofing membrane application guides
for full details.
Note:
 Apply corners first and overlap the tape onto
the corner ensuring that the face of the corner
is fully covered by the membrane.
 A fillet is not necessary at the floor wall joint if
using the tape.
 Fully covering the tape does not cause any
interference with the tape working.
ESTIMATING DATA
Usage based on number of corners and lineal
meters of joints.
PACKAGING
MasterSeal 950, 270 degree corner (external
corner) is sold in boxes of 10.
MasterSeal 960, 90 degree corner (internal
corner) is sold in boxes of 10.
MasterSeal 970 tape is sold in rolls of 50 meters.
SHELF LIFE
MasterSeal 950/960/970 has a shelf life of 24
months. Store out of direct sunlight, clear of the
ground on pallets protected from rainfall.
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The technical information and application advice given in this BASF publication are based on the present state of
STATEMENT OF our best scientific and practical knowledge. As the information herein is of a general nature, no assumption can be
RESPONSIBILITY made as to a product's suitability for a particular use or application and no warranty as to its accuracy, reliability or
completeness either expressed or implied is given other than those required by law. The user is responsible for
checking the suitability of products for their intended use.
NOTE

Field service where provided does not constitute supervisory responsibility. Suggestions made by BASF either
orally or in writing may be followed, modified or rejected by the owner, engineer or contractor since they, and not
BASF, are responsible for carrying out procedures appropriate to a specific application.
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